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About This Game

No One But You is a Visual Novel/Dating Sim about Hideaki, a high school student who has just returned to his hometown,
Okutama.

Upon returning, Hideaki re-discovers a town he knew from childhood, meeting new friends and reuniting with those he had long
forgotten. He resumes his high school life in the big city, quickly adapting to the change in pace, and before he knows it,

Hideaki begins to think of this city as his home once more.

Hideaki's life in Okutama is upbeat and fun, thanks to the many friends he makes, including Megumi, an energetic student
council member; Chinatsu, a reserved senior in the literature club; Shiro, an unsociable music-lover; and Yui, an obstinate girl

who rarely expresses herself honestly.

Surrounded by an interesting group of friends, Hideaki lives out his days without a care in the world, content to enjoy a normal
high school life. Whether he's going out with friends or studying for exams, his new life is truly peaceful.

But not for long.

As Hideaki's stay in Okutama continues, ghosts from his past begin to come back, increasingly intruding on the new life he's
trying to build. As if that wasn't bad enough, his new friends all have secrets of their own, and the more Hideaki involves

himself with their daily lives, the deeper into mutual despair he sinks.

Will you be able to put to rest the evils of the past and finally live out the normal high school life you crave? Will you be able to
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put your friends' minds at ease, erasing the trauma and misery ruining their otherwise peaceful lives?

Because whether you like it or not, for this very task it can be no one but you.
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GAME WAS GOOD. I'D SAY SLIGHTLY BELOW GREAT. DEVS HOWEVER ABANDONED THE GAME AFTER
PROMISING MANY FOLLOWING CONTENT.

The developer of the game said he was going through alot of personal stuff since he started college so I really can't blame him.
Though promising content which ulitmately lead to nothing is kind of a kick to the balls.

This game had sooooo much POTENTIAL! Maybe even reaching levels of Ace Academy or If My Heart Had Wings. Sure the
story had some few "lazy writing" moments here and there but you tend to forget them. It was your typical highschool romance
visual novel and I heard some people commenting on how the time jumps from scene to scene seemed like lazy writing.
Weather it was lazy writing or not these types of time skips don't really shorten the game by alot. Each route is still a good half
an hour to two hour read. The game REALLY had alot of potential since it was willing to dive into deeper and depressing
topics. HANGING A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING CAT

STORY : 6.9\/10
CHARACTERS : 8\/10
ART : 8.5\/10 (Art surprised me. It was very cute and really gave the visual novel good foundation for our imaginations while
we visualize what we read)
SOUNDTRACK : 6\/10 (The audio transitions of music especially the transitions to silence to layer a dramatic effect were
really clunky. No soundtrack really stood out but it god the job done.)
VOICE ACTING : None
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